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Appearance What do they look like? House mice are covered in short hair that is light brown or gray to black
in color, with lighter bellies. Their ears and tail also bear hair, although much less than their bodies. Adult
mice weigh approximately 12 to 30 grams and can grow up to 20 cm from the nose to the tip of the tail.
Droppings are rod-shaped and pointed on both ends. House mice can use even dime-sized cracks to gain entry
into homes. They seek shelter indoors to escape inclement weather or predators like snakes and coyotes and to
locate food sources. Cluttered attics and basements provide excellent hiding places for the pests to build nests
and reproduce, while dirty dishes and unsealed pantry goods offer food sources. Wall voids and voids under
cabinets are also likely places for mice to live. How Serious Are House Mice? Because house mice thrive
under a wide range of conditions, are secretive and very cautious, they are hard to control. The pests are rarely
apt to bite someone, but their presence can be harmful to human health. Their droppings and urine contaminate
food and if the population is not controlled house mice can cause contamination problems in places where
they nest. Diseases that can be transmitted by house mice include lymphocytic choriomeningitis and food
poisoning. Therefore, the first thing your Orkin pest management professional PMP will do is correctly
identify the mouse pest and develop a treatment plan that is effective and efficient for the particular species
causing the problems. Depending on your specific situation, the Orkin PMP may employ both non-chemical
and chemical methods. Some effective non-chemical control procedures your PMP will recommend include:
Exclusion â€” sealing off sites that allow mice to enter a structure. Traps â€” Many times your treatment plan
will include using traps and other mechanical devices to kill or remove mice. Baits â€” Your PMP may also
elect to use chemical products, such as rodent baits, that are formulated to kill mice. If you wait too long to
start control measures, a few of them can quickly become a large infestation.
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Chapter 2 : How to Use Your Computer Without a Mouse (with Pictures) - wikiHow
There may be several issues which can cause your mouse to not work properly with Microsoft Windows. This document
contains the more common solutions that should be followed for best results. Tip: You can use your keyboard to
navigate in Windows or connect a different mouse that does work to access areas of Windows mentioned on this page.

Modify Related Settings to Fix Mouse Pointer Disappearring Issue Now that the mouse pointer is not working
and you cannot click on anything on the desktop, you need to use the keyboard. You can also use the touch
screen if your computer is smart enough, like Microsoft Surface, Lenovo Yoga , Asus Transformer, etc. For
those who have to hit the full keyboard, use the Tab key, the Arrow keys and the Enter key to control. Tab to
highlight and Right Arrow to Device. Then Tab to the bottom to select Additional mouse options. Tab to
select the ELAN tab. Tab to select your device and select the Enable Device. Besides, it can also cause other
computer issues like mouse not working , mouse and keyboard not working , mouse lagging etc. So try to do
some changes to the mouse driver, such as reinstall, roll back and update the mouse driver. Press the Enter to
open the Device Manager. Tab to highlight and Down Arrow to select Mice and other pointing devices. Right
Arrow to expand the entry. Down Arrow to highlight your current mouse device. Select Properties and hit the
Enter. Tab and Right Arrow to the Driver tab. Tab to Update driver. Thus you can update the mouse driver.
Follow the on-screen instructions to make driver changes. Then see if the mouse cursor is visible on the screen
again. If the performance takes a lot of time, you can use professional driver troubleshooter Driver Talent ,
with which you can do a free scan for your computer and fix the Windows 10 no mouse pointer or mouse
cursor disappearing problem easily. You can also try rollback or reinstall the mouse driver to get the cursor
back. Download Now Driver Talent has been reviewed as the safest and fatest ways to update driver by
Engadget. And here are 3 easy steps to update, rollback or reinstall the mouse driver for Windows 10 and fix
the mouse cursor disappearing problem. Click the Scan to detect the faulty mouse driver on the computer.
Restart the PC to make the driver changes take effect. So you can turn off the fast startup to load the driver. In
this method, you still need to depend on the keyboard or the touch screen. Type Power Options into the search
box. Tab to select Choose what the power buttons do. Tab to select Change settings that are currently
unavailable. This will activate the Shutdown settings. Uncheck the Turn on fast startup. Save changes and
close the window. Restart to see if this can fix the mouse cursor disappearing issue. It is because logging in
with the Administrator account will make Windows detect some mouse drivers automatically. This could be
helpful. It seems that many users come across mouse problems after the latest Windows 10 update, which was
released on Feb. If your mouse cannot work properly after the update, it is recommended to uninstall the
update and patch. You can check your system OS Build in Run with command Winver, and then follow the
steps below to remove the update. If your keyboard is still working: Use Tab key, Arrow keys and the Enter
key to select the items. It will open the Installed Updates window. Navigate to the patch KB Save you files
and close all the running programs. Press the Enter key to select Restart now. If both the mouse and the
keyboard are not working: We recommend you enter the Windows 10 Safe Mode to perfom the steps above.
Also, it is better to reinstall USB drivers that are the main culprits causing the peripheral hitches. After that,
you can use your mouse or keyboard as before. If none of the methods work, you may need to reinstall
Windows You can also check for the Windows 10 Issues and Fix section in this site for more solutions. Other
Mouse-related Issues and Solutions:
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Unfreeze Your Computer When you use Windows 10 system or after you upgrade the system to Windows 10,
you will meet some issues associated with mouse Logitech , Razer or other manufacturer. The most common
one is your wireless or USB mouse stop working in Windows 10 system. Here you can get the solutions to this
problem. First, disconnect your USB mouse cable or the USB Receiver and wait for some seconds , this will
make the Windows system unload the device driver. What is Microsoft PNP? It means that the system
automatically detect peripheral equipment and motherboard, automatically install the device drivers to make
this device work, without human intervention, it is a Windows technology. Check the Wireless Mouse Battery
If you use the wireless mouse, check if the mouse is turn on. Make sure the old or worn battery in your
wireless mouse can work properly. If not, replace a new battery and try again. When you shut down your pc,
you can turn off the mouse power. Reset the Wireless Mouse After using wireless mouse for a long time, the
flash memory Fireware maybe lost. This can cause mouse to stop working. You can reset to get the wireless
mouse working again. Connect the USB receiver to computer. Turn on the mouse power switch. Press the
reset button for five seconds. The reset button is in the back of the wireless mouse. Remove Other Conflict
Devices Sometimes, after you plugged into some new USB devices, or installed other devices for your
computer, some of these devices maybe caused to be interrupted. So try to remove or plug out these devices to
guarantee the new hardware is not the reason why the mouse stopped working. So you want Windows 10 to
recognize your mouse device, reinstalling and updating the mouse driver is necessary. For reinstalling or
updating mouse driver, there are at least three ways you can follow. You can enter the device manager to do
this. After you enter the device manager, expand the Mice and other pointing devices, you will see the mouse
type you are using in Windows Right-click it and choose Uninstall option to uninstall the wireless mouse
device. And then click Scan for hardware changes, the windows will rescan computer device and install it for
you. And then locate the mouse device. Select the first option Update Driver Software from the right-click
menu. Next, you will see two options to update your mouse drivers. Choose the first option search the new
version of mouse drivers automatically and update it. After you click the first option, it will start working.
Several seconds later, the USB mouse driver will be installed in Windows Because you need to find the
drivers package from the official site and download it. After you download it, you can install it by yourself.
For the Windows 8. First, you need to find the Logitech download center: The result will show as below.
Third, click the word link or the button to enter the download package page. Choose the 32 bit version or 64
bit version and click the Download button to start downloading this driver. After it finished, install it. With
only three clicks you can download and update mouse drivers. You do not need do these things: Here you can
use Driver Doctor to help you do all the things. As a highly effective tool, Driver Doctor provides an easy and
fast way to help you find, download and update your computer drivers. What you need to do is click "Scan
Now" button to start using this software. Click the Download Now button to download this software first:
After the program download, install and run it. Of course, you can try to view the more details guideline about
automatically updating Logitech mouse drivers. Maybe it will cause other problems. Normally, when the
mouse does not work at all Such as when you plug mouse USB port to pc, the mouse light does not appear, the
cursor does not move or not appear on the screen , you can change another PC to test your mouse. If it does
not work on another pc, maybe you need to consider buying a new one. Unfreeze Mouse freezing after typing
in Windows 10 Sometimes when you press the mouse and are trying to type some words, the mouse cursor
seems to freeze seconds. The delay action is annoying. This because the touchpad is protecting itself from
being moved by your palm and tapping on the touchpad is enabled. So try to disable the two settings in your
touchpad settings. At first, try to keep Synaptics touchpad driver up to date. And then you can follow the next
settings. Of course, find the tapping item, and disable it. Of course, if you had problem in Windows 8.
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Unfreeze Your Computer It happens in special condition. When your wireless mouse is freezen on the screen,
the mouse pointer stops running or disappeared, maybe your computer is deadlocked. Of course, you can use
keyboard to further diagnose this issue. Press the Num Lock key several times. If the Num Lock indicator on
your keyboard shows turn on and off normally, it means the system runs well, but some of the programs
stopped working. Find the not responding program and click end task button to unfreeze your computer and
mouse. If the Num Lock indicator has no changes, it means the system at a deadlock. When all the devices
including your keyboard and mouse cannot use, try to press the power button on your computer to reboot it
again. So the above 9 ways will help you solve the mouse problem. And after you upgrade to Windows 10,
you will lose part of mouse function. So keeping the compatible and updated drivers for Windows 10 is the
best way.
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Chapter 4 : SOLVED: Why isn't my mouse working? - Asus Laptop - iFixit
No mouse cursor makes it hard to navigate the desktop after the Windows 10 upgrade or update, like Windows 10 Fall
Creators Update or Windows 10 Creators Update. Many Windows 10 users find their mouse cursors or pointers are
missing when they power on to the login screen or just arouse the PC from.

Mouse not being detected or working in Windows Updated: This document contains the more common
solutions that should be followed for best results. You can use your keyboard to navigate in Windows or
connect a different mouse that does work to access areas of Windows mentioned on this page. If you are
having trouble with a touchpad mouse on a laptop, see our laptop touchpad not working page. Computer
frozen Using the Num Lock key Make sure the computer is not frozen by pressing the Num Lock key on the
keyboard. If this indicator does not change, your computer is frozen; meaning all hardware on the computer
including the mouse will not work. Reboot the computer to resolve this issue. This action should bring up a
blue Windows options screen you may leave this menu by pressing the Esc key. If you are not taken to the
blue screen within a few seconds, your computer is frozen. Reboot your machine to resolve this issue.
Windows freezes or stops responding frequently. Mouse conflict If any new hardware has been recently
installed on the computer, remove it to help verify the new hardware is not causing a conflict with your
existing mouse. If the mouse is connected to a USB hub , unplug the mouse cable and the connect it to a USB
port on the back of the computer. If the mouse has worked properly in the past I. Wireless mouse Make sure
the mouse is receiving power by checking for some indication of power usually a light. If your mouse has a
power switch, it is often located on the bottom side. If the mouse does not appear to be on, replace the
batteries. Make sure the wireless receiver is within range and is not blocked by too many objects. Disconnect
the wireless USB adapter and try plugging it into a different port. Mouse software or driver conflict Boot into
Windows Safe Mode. If the mouse is working in Safe Mode, there is likely a driver or software conflict. To fix
this problem, follow the steps below. Remove all mice listed by highlighting each device and then pressing the
delete key on the keyboard. If the mouse still does not work in Normal Windows, follow the basic
troubleshooting steps for your version of Windows. Outdated or missing mouse driver Check if a driver has
been installed for the mouse. You can check in the Device Manager for this. While Windows may have a
standard or default driver for the mouse, installing a driver for your specific mouse may fix the issue. If a
driver is installed for the mouse, it is recommended that you check if there is an updated driver for the mouse.
Updating the driver may fix issues with a non-functioning mouse. Hardware issues Bad Port If the previous
solutions did not solve the problem, try another mouse. If that mouse works, try the mouse that is not working
with another computer. If multiple mice do not work, the problem is with the mouse port. Bad Mouse If the
mouse does not work with more than one computer, the mouse is bad and should be replaced. If you are using
a wired mouse, check the mouse wire. If the wire has been partially cut or is frayed, this is likely the cause of
the mouse not working. Replace the mouse if this is the case. Corrupt operating system files If all of the above
solutions do not resolve the issue, there is a possibility of corrupt system files in the operating system. You
may need to run an operating system repair using the system installation disc. Another option, and possibly
less drastic, is to activate a restore point in the operating system prior to when the mouse stopped working.
This restore point can restore the corrupt system files to a working state and resolve the issue.
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Chapter 5 : Photographs of Mouse Poop - Images of Feces and Droppings
My mouse pointer is not showing. It is a touch screen laptop so I can use the touchscreen. but it is really tedious to do
everything without a mouse. When i press ctrl I can see the location of the mouse but not the actual mouse arrow icon.

These are pictures of mouse poop. If you see these types droppings in your attic or kitchen or anywhere in the
house, they were made by a mouse. Go to my mouse removal page for more info on how to solve the problem.
There is some size variance, but they are basically like very small brown grains of rice. Fresh ones are dark
brown, but they get lighter with age. The above image of mouse feces was photographed in the garage of a
house with a mouse problem. This was actually on a shelf, and you can see a small chewed acorn. Remember,
this was one of those smaller acorns, and mouse poo is pretty small. I was able to identify the type of animal
by inspecting the turds. Once I know what type of critter is in the house or the crawlspace, ceiling, yard, or any
other part of the property, I can take the proper steps to get rid of the unwanted rodents. Does mouse poop
cause any health risk or disease concerns? Yes, over 30 different types of disease are associated with mice and
their droppings. They include the Rickettsia virus, which can create a condition similar to chicken pox.
Eosinophilic Meningitis is another concern. The droppings of mice can cause Leptospirosis or Salmonellosis.
And a dust mask is a good idea too. Mice can leave a lot of waste behind, like thousands of little mouse pellets
all over the place. I have more pics of mouse poop here on my website, or I can send some more to you if you
write to me. Read about Difference between feces of rats and mice. How do I clean up the mouse latrine? You
must remove as many of the droppings as you can, by hand or vacuum, including any soiled and dirty
insulation and bag it in plastic bags. Read more info on my: What Diseases Can You Get With Mouse Dung Whether people care to admit it or not, mice carry a lot of diseases, particularly mice that choose to invade our
home and set up shops there. First of all, the feces can carry salmonellosis, which is what we commonly call
salmonella poisoning. This happens most often when their feces contaminate our food, which is a common
occurrence with a mouse infestation. Often mice urinate and defecate right where they eat, making
contamination very simple. In addition to salmonellosis, you can also get Rickettsialpox, which can cause
fever, rash and headaches. It is primarily transmitted through bites from the lice that live on a typical house
mouse. Leptospirosis is also highly transmittable through mice feces and urine. It can cause jaundice and
fever. Hantavirus is also a concern when it comes to what can you get with mouse dung. It is primarily
contracted through breathing in the dust from dried feces and can even be fatal. Because of the numerous
problems that can be caused by mouse dung it is not only very important that you get rid of the infestation but
that you also take the time to either thoroughly clean the area yourself or to hire a professional. Vacuum Up
Mouse Feces For Increased Safety - It is often thought that the worst part about a mouse infestation is the
actually animals. But the truth is, even once you are rid of the pests there can still be damaging after effects.
Their feces can carry many different diseases and the older they get the more dry they become. This means
that you should be very careful when you are cleaning it up. Sweeping them up with a traditional broom
simply releases the dust from dried feces into the air and exposing you to any diseases and harmful bacteria
that were in the droppings. For this reason a vacuum may be the better option. There are two suggestions you
should follow. First of all, make sure to wear a mask while you are cleaning up any feces left by mice and
other rodents. Dried fecal matter can release harmful bacteria into the air causing illness to those that come
into contact with it. Throughout the bag and clean the canister along with the filter, or better yet; replace the
filter. Make sure to disinfect the area with a bleach water mixture or Lysol. Customer email about mouse poo:
Several years ago- probably at least 5 years now, I saw two house mice in our attic. We also found hundreds of
little mouse poo pellets in our attic and in some areas of the kitchen. We have spent several thousands of
dollars with professional critter ridders including TruTech. Our carpenters gap has been sealed around the
house with heavy metal. Any gaps in the crawl space have been closed or wired over. Traps have included
sticky pads, Havahart wire cages, mouse and rat traps, even a good-old-boy wooden trap- a rabbit gum trap
that our neighbor used very successfully to catch his mice, etc. One "professional" critter company, that came
highly recommended and cost the most, even fumigated the attic to run them out then claimed to have sealed
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everything - yeah right. They also did some damage to the house and roof. We were assured by the companies,
as each of the guaranteed time periods ran out, that we no longer had anything in the attic. The roof has been
checked at night with the attic lights on so that openings could be seen. Just last week we had a highly
qualified roofer go through the attic and the outside of the house to see if any holes can be detected. He found
two holes behind the gutter and closed them. Just today, I still heard a sound in the same spot as always We
hear the sounds - sometimes scratching - and a "plunk". The sounds occur primarily in the night and early
evening. We live in an area with lots of trees but we have had limbs and trees removed that were close to the
house. Thanks, Carol My response: Wow, that sounds like a tough case. But I would hold those companies
that you paid a lot to, to guarantee their work, and help you out more. And they should clean the mouse
droppings. David, Thanks for your response. We tried holding the companies to their guarantees but as they
ran out, the companies swore that there were no openings. They insisted that they had to replace all of
crawlspace vents which were intact. They replaced them with ones that were soon eaten through. We have
since sealed the vents and conditioned the crawl space. BioLab was hard to get a hold of and took weeks to get
service. The supervisor pleaded that they could not keep employees so it seemed that each new man who came
was being trained. We have never had anything within the house - just the attic - except for a few mouse
pellets found in the kitchen cabinets but that was just one time. This is a one story house with a crawl space
and a shingled roof 3 years old with several peaks. Also have a cathedral ceiling in the bedroom and that is
one of the areas where we heard the noise and saw mouse feces. TruTech wanted to install one of those exit
traps that you show on your website but they could never find a hole to use. Tru-Tech also had trouble keeping
employees but at least their employees responded within a day or two and seemed professional.
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Chapter 6 : My mouse pointer is not showing. How can I find the mouse pointer? - Microsoft Community
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Some may have the Elan tab or other mouse settings options grayed out when they are going to modify the
Elan touchpad settings. No Elan touchpad tab or settings on your Windows 10 computer is, usually, the result
of many factors, such as the touchpad related hardware, incorrectly configured pointing device settings,
improper Elan touchpad driver , etc. It is quite inconvenient if the Elan touchpad not working normally when
you carry the notebook like Asus, HP, Lenovo and more on the go without a mouse. If you are basic computer
skills with very little knowledge of the Windows inner workings, it is recommended you make use of the
automated methods. Check the Elan Touchpad-Related Hardware When you encounter no Elan tab problem, it
is better to make sure there are no problems with the Elan touchpad related hardware. Check the Elan
touchpad, make sure it is intact. Use a moist cloth to wipe the touchpad vertically and horizontally, and then
clean it with a dry cloth. Make sure the function keys are available. The function shortcuts vary from the PC
brands. If the keys malfunction, you may need to send the laptop to repair. Enter the BIOS on your computer.
Save the changes and exit BIOS. Now boot your computer to see if everything is working properly and the
Elan touchpad tab appears in the mouse settings. If not, enter the BIOS again and do the following. Boot into
the computer and check the mouse properties to see if this works. Reinstall the Driver and Fix No Elan
Touchpad Tab Faulty Elan Touchpad drivers, including outdated, incorrectly configured, missing and
incompatible touchpad drivers can also result in no Elan tab problem in the mouse settings. So you need to
check and reinstall the Elan Touchpad driver on your Windows 10 computer. Select the Device Manger. Go to
the View menu. Select the Show hidden devices. Expand the Mice and other pointing devices or find the Elan
touchpad device through the entries. Right click the device to select Uninstall to remove all the touchpad
devices. Go to the Action menu. Select Scan for hardware changes. Then Windows will note you to update the
driver. You can follow the instructions on the screen to reinstall the Elan touchpad driver. Restart the
computer to make the driver changes take effect. You may want to check out:
Chapter 7 : How Mice Enter Homes - How Do They Get Inside?
The trick is very simple; it involves enabling an option in your mouse settings so every time you press the Ctrl key (left or
right Ctrl) on your keyboard, your mouse cursor will be highlighted with circles so you can easily find it.

Chapter 8 : No cursor! - Microsoft Community
There's no problem reusing a mousetrap either. The scent of the captured mouse that remains on the trap actually
attracts other mice. Poisons are another option for mice, including closed, baited containers with a small opening for the
mouse to enter.

Chapter 9 : Windows Update- No trackpad, No cursor - [Solved] - Windows 8
A mouse can slip through holes and gaps as small as 1/4 inch, or roughly the size of a pencil. And if an opening is not
big enough to squeeze through, the mouse can gnaw it until it is big enough. Mice also can jump 13 inches high and can
run along wires, cables, and ropes.
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